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THIS DAY IN REDS HISTORY 
 

1939-The Reds purchase 30-year-old Bill Werber from the Philadelphia Athletics. Werber will play in 399 games for the 

Reds over three seasons, collecting a .272 batting average, with 79 doubles, 151 RBI, 45 stolen bases and 212 walks  

 

MLB.COM 
 

Suarez continues to dominate at hot corner 

By Anthony Castrovince MLB.com @castrovince 

Mar. 15th, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. -- You've no doubt noticed the Reds' top prospect, Nick Senzel, playing some shortstop this spring. That the 

club wants Senzel, a native third baseman, to get some reps at a position with a clearer path to big league playing time is a credit to 

the quickness with which the second overall pick in the 2016 Draft has put himself on the big league radar. 

 

But it is also a credit to how much Eugenio Suarez, a native shortstop, has solidified himself at the hot corner, where he started 

Thursday and drove in a run in a 10-6 win against the Indians at Goodyear Ballpark. 

 

Suarez entered 2017 with no guarantee of sticking in that spot. He left '17 trailing only five other third basemen -- Anthony Rendon, 

Kris Bryant, Jose Ramirez, Nolan Arenado and Justin Turner -- in Wins Above Replacement. 

 

"Everyone knows now that he was a transplant from shortstop to third base, and he's handled it beautifully," Reds manager Bryan 

Price said. "He's really taken over that position, and he's a dominant defender." 

 

That sentence would have been difficult to conceive a year ago at this time. In 2016, Suarez, who had been acquired by the club 

prior to '15 in the Alfredo Simon trade with the Tigers, moved to third out of deference to Zack Cozart and committed 23 errors with 

just one defensive run saved. There were concerns about his instincts and occasional lapses in focus. 

 

But in 2017, he knocked the error total down to nine and increased the DRS to five. He was so impressive at the position that 

Cozart, now with the Angels, said of his move from shortstop to third this year that he's "just trying to be a stud like [Suarez]." 

 

"Playing every day, you get more comfortable," Suarez said. "You are together with that position." 

 

The defensive gains would have been striking enough last season, but Suarez paired them with improved plate discipline. For the 

second consecutive season, he hit north of 20 homers with 25 doubles, but his on-base percentage rose from .317 to .367 by, simple 

as it sounds, swinging at more strikes and less balls. His walk rate rose 5.2 percentage points, making him a disciple in the Church 

of Joey Votto. 

 

"Everybody knows Joey is one of the best hitters in the game," Suarez said. "Playing next to him is really a special blessing. When 

you're in trouble, sometimes you try to change everything. You try to change how you hit, change your mentality. He never does 

that. He always does the same routine in the cage, and that's what I try to do all my career now." 

 

Suarez's 117 weighted runs created plus (wRC+) mark last season ranked ninth among qualified third basemen in the Majors, just 

ahead of Mike Moustakas' 114 mark. But Price thinks there's more offense in the tank for Suarez, who is entering his age-26 season. 

 

"When he gets away from being pull-conscious, he can be one of the better combination offensive-defensive players in the league," 

Price said. "The sky's the limit for him. … As good as he is, my feeling is he hasn't broken through yet." 

 

There's a chance that, by season's end, the Reds have the former shortstop Suarez at third and the former third baseman Senzel at 

short. If they do, it will be because they've chosen to shift one of the game's elite young prospects out of respect for one of the 

game's best third basemen. 

 



Reds embracing Farrell's perspective as scout 

Mahle impressive in bid for rotation; Finnegan plays catch 

By Anthony Castrovince MLB.com @castrovince 

Mar. 15th, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. -- The conspiracy theorists did not take long to connect some dots -- real or imagined -- when the Reds hired 

John Farrell as a scout this week. Is the former Red Sox skipper a vulture surveying the scene? Did the temperature of current 

Cincinnati manager Bryan Price's seat just jump a few degrees? 

 

There is little doubt that Farrell wants to one day manage again at the Major League level, but for now his arrival in this role has an 

important advocate in Price himself. The truth, which often tends to be quite a bit more boring than the theories, is that the kind of 

fresh evaluative perspective an accomplished baseball person like Farrell can bring to a rebuilding organization is a benefit to all 

involved. 

 

"We hired [former A's and now Giants pitching coach] Curt Young last year to do a similar job," Price said. "I think it's a good 

move. You don't have to worry about draft status, prospect status or any preconceived ideas on what the player should be based on 

his status on the 40-man roster or where he was drafted. Just go see a baseball team and identify who you really like. Or maybe you 

see a player nobody else sees." 

 

The dirty truth is that organizations often overvalue their own talent, fall in love with the folks they scouted and groomed. It's 

human nature. So an external-turned-internal resource like Farrell, who has worked in various facets of the game from farm director 

to pitching coach to manager, changes the scope of the evaluations. 

 

Cincinnati's Arizona neighbors and Thursday opponent, the Indians, have a similar setup with former Reds pitcher Tim Belcher. 

 

"It's helpful," said Tribe manager Terry Francona, a close friend of Farrell, "because they look at guys and they don't have to say the 

company line." 

 

So before we get too deep into the woods with the Farrell conspiracy theories, understand the actual -- or at the very, very least, 

initial -- intent of this addition. The Reds brought Farrell aboard to eye up their players, not Price's position. 

 

Camp battle 

We've reached the stage of the spring in which outings are more elongated and results are more meaningful for those competing for 

one of the Reds' rotation vacancies. And on Thursday, when Cincinnati beat the Indians, 10-6, right-hander Tyler Mahle had the 

most elongated and one of the most successful starts of Cincinnati's spring season. 

 

Mahle went five effective and efficient (66 pitches) innings, allowing no runs or walks and just two hits. It was a start that could be 

a separator as the Reds determine who is going to fill out the rotation beyond Homer Bailey and Luis Castillo. 

 

"He was sensational," Price said. "I don't think he could have done any better." 

 

With Anthony DeSclafani on the shelf, Brandon Finnegan possibly not ready for the start of the season (more on that below), 

opportunity abounds, and Mahle, who showed improvement with his changeup against the Tribe, seems to be seizing it. 

 

"I always go out and I want to hit my spots," he said. "I want to throw good pitches and be efficient. That's what I ultimately care 

about in every start, even during the season. When you do that, for the most part, your line is going to look pretty good." 

 

It looked good Thursday, and so do Mahle's chances of landing a rotation spot. 

 

Injury updates 

It did not take Finnegan long to resume throwing after leaving Sunday's start with a biceps strain. He played catch on Wednesday. 

 

But when Finnegan will resume throwing from a mound was not yet decided as of Thursday morning. 

 

"He had minimal soreness [from the catch session], which we anticipated would be the case," Price said. "We expect that to 

decrease with each day, but, until it's gone, he won't be back out on the mound. We're hoping another couple days of catch. But he 

will be off the mound throwing a bullpen before we schedule him back into a game." 

 

Each day that passes without Finnegan on the upcoming game schedule naturally increases the odds of him opening the season on 

the disabled list. He'll have to build up his pitch count once he resumes throwing in games. 

 



In other injury news, second baseman Scooter Gennett was initially in Thursday's lineup vs. the Indians but was scratched with right 

shoulder soreness. Though the injury is not considered serious, Gennett is expected to rest for a couple days to ensure the soreness 

goes away. 

 

Up next 

It will be a National League Central showdown when the Reds play host to the Brewers at 4:05 p.m. ET on Friday, with right-

hander Michael Lorenzen opposing left-hander Wade Miley. Lorenzen has a 9.45 ERA this spring but continues to get stretched out 

in the event that he lands a starting spot with the club after two seasons in the bullpen. Jackson Stephens, Jimmy Herget, Tanner 

Rainey, Kevin Shackelford and Kevin Quackenbush are also scheduled to throw. The game will be broadcast live via exclusive 

webcast. 

 

 

Flaherty's eight strikeouts lead top prospects 

By William Boor MLB.com @wboor 

Mar. 15th, 2018 

 

Jack Flaherty looked to be in midseason form as he cruised through a dominant start in the Cardinals 1-0 loss to the Orioles on 

Thursday afternoon. 

 

Flaherty, the Cardinals No. 2 prospect (No. 38 overall), fired five innings of one-run ball, giving up just three hits while striking out 

eight. 

 

"Very good," Cardinals manager Mike Matheny said. "Very impressive." 

 

The 22-year-old right-hander struck out the first batter he faced and then the strikeouts just kept coming. Flaherty struck out at least 

one batter in every inning and fanned two in the second, third and fifth. 

 

The high-strikeout performance is nothing new to Flaherty, who struck out seven in his last start and has fanned 20 in 13 innings 

during Spring Training. In his Minor League career, Flaherty has notched 398 strikeouts in 400 1/3 innings over four years. 

 

Other top prospect performances from Thursday's action: 

 

• No. 2 overall prospect Ronald Acuna (Braves No. 1) showed off his immense talent once again. The 20-year-old hit his third 

homer of Spring Training, a two-run blast, as part of a three-RBI day against the Tigers and is now batting .417 with a 1.217 OPS. 

Braves No. 15 prospect A.J. Minter kept his ERA at zero with a scoreless frame. Minter has pitched 5 1/3 innings, fanned six and 

yielded five hits. 

 

• No. 16 overall prospect Kyle Tucker (Astros No. 2) continued his hot spring with a pair of hits in the Astros' win over the 

Nationals. Tucker, who is slashing .412/.432/.853, went 2-for-2 including an RBI single and a run scored in the ninth. Jonathan 

Arauz, the Astros' No. 22 prospect, also drove in a run and finished 1-for-2 with a double. 

 

• No. 84 overall prospect Tyler Mahle (Reds No. 5) put together one of his best starts of the year as he navigated his way through 

four scoreless innings. The right-hander gave up two hits, but that was the extent of the damage as he didn't walk anyone and didn't 

let anyone reach third base. 

 

• Dodgers No. 12 prospect Edwin Rios showed off his impressive 55-grade power with a solo homer, his second, over the batter's 

eye in center field in his only at-bat. Gavin Lux (Dodgers No. 13) also made good use of his one at-bat with a triple. 

 

• Indians No. 20 prospect Eric Haase hit his second homer of Spring Training, but this one, a three-run homer, was of the inside-the-

park variety. Haase finished 1-for-1 with three RBIs and a walk. 

 

• Royals No. 18 prospect Ryan O'Hearn has hit 20 or more homers in three straight seasons and his power was on full display as he 

crushed a pair of longballs against the Dodgers. O'Hearn, who has three homers this spring, hit a three-run homer in the first and a 

two-run homer in the second. He later settled for a single and finished 3-for-3 with five RBIs. 

 

• Yankees No. 26 prospect Tyler Austin got just one at-bat, but that was all he needed. Austin made it back-to-back games with a 

homer as he hit his fourth homer of the spring in the Yankees' win over the Pirates. 

 

 

 

 



CINCINNATI ENQUIRER 
 

 

Reds 10, Indians 6 

John Fay, jfay@enquirer.com  

Published 7:27 p.m. ET March 15, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. — The Reds beat the Cleveland Indians 10-6 in a “road” game before a crowd of 6,720 at Goodyear Ballpark. 

 

The game in three paragraphs: 

 

Right-hander Tyler Mahle became the first Reds pitcher to go five innings this spring. He allowed no runs on two hits. He did not 

have a strikeout or a walk. He retired the last 10 he faced. “My fastball, changeup (were working),” Mahle said. “Definitely, my 

changeup. I threw a lot of those on both sides of the plate. I was able to get early contact. My slider wasn’t great. We really didn’t 

throw it in the last three innings.” On the spring, Mahle has gone 14 2/3 innings and allowed three runs (2.45 ERA) on seven hits. 

He’s walked two and struck out nine. "He was sensational," Reds manager Bryan Price said. "I don't know what he could do any 

better. He had the good fastball command. He was missing with his changeup early, and he made some good adjustments."   

 

The Reds batted around and scored five runs in the third. The big blow was a three-run double by Scott Schebler.  Adam Duvall 

followed with a double to get Schebler home. The hit extended Duvall’s hitting streak to five games.  

 

Billy Hamilton had a hit in his third straight appearance and made a nice running catch in center. Hamilton also walked and scored 

in the sixth.  

 

Up next 

 

The Reds are home against the Milwaukee Brewers. Right-hander Michael Lorenzen (0-0, 9.45  ERA) faces left-hander Wade 

Miley (0-0, 1.38). The radio feed will be on reds.com 

 

 

Former Cincinnati Reds No. 1 pick Phillip Ervin has a shot as the fifth outfielder 

John Fay, jfay@enquirer.com  

Published 2:51 p.m. ET March 15, 2018 | Updated 2:53 p.m. ET March 15, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. – Phillip Ervin has a decent shot at making the Reds as a fifth outfielder this spring. 

 

That would be significant progress for Ervin. But he doesn’t want his progression as a player to end there. 

 

“I guess like most people I’m happy to fill that role now,” Ervin said. “But any person wants to be the guy. I don’t want to accept it. 

I feel like eventually I’ll win a spot.” 

 

But, again, if Ervin can make the team out of camp, that’s a big step. Ervin was the team’s No. 1 pick and 27th pick overall in 2013 

out of Samford University. But his ascension has not been smooth.  

 

He had a sensational first year as a professional. He hit a combined .331 with nine home runs and 35 RBI in stops at Billings and 

Dayton. He came out that year as the third-ranked prospect in the Reds organization by Baseball America.  

 

But he struggled to hit for average the next three seasons, hitting .237/.241/.239. That dropped him to 18th on BA’s Reds prospect 

list. The bust label was starting to be attached to his name.  

 

Last year was better. He hit .256 at Triple-A Louisville. He earned four call-ups to the Reds. He hit .259 with three home runs and 

10 RBI in 58 at-bats.  

 

And he learned a ton. 

 

“It helped a lot. It was a learning experience,” Ervin said. “I won’t be overwhelmed. I know the speed of the game. I kind of know 

what to expect now. I enjoyed it.” 

 

This is Ervin’s second big league camp. Reds manager Bryan Price has seen growth from last year.  

 



“He looks much better,” Price said. “Much better plan. He looks terrific in the outfield. His throwing accuracy is much better. His 

base-running instincts have been terrific. He just looks like he has a better plan at the plate. 

 

“He showed up in shape and he’s aggressive with everything he does. He does everything with great intensity. I think he’s had a 

good camp." 

 

Ervin is competing with non-roster outfielders Ben Revere and Patrick Kivlehan for the fifth outfield spot. Price has been clear that 

he’ll use Adam Duvall, Scott Schebler, Billy Hamilton and Jesse Winker in the four-man rotation. 

 

Ervin can play all three outfield positions. He runs well – he’s had three 30-or-better steal seasons in the minors. But to achieve his 

goal of being a regular, he has to hit more than he has in the minors. He knows that. That’s what he worked on this offseason. 

 

“I tried to get more fundamental in my swing,” Ervin said. “I’ve worked on my balance, my mechanics of my swing. Just little stuff. 

Try to overall get better. 

 

“Every year, I’ve learned something. I’ve learned what I need to get better, to become an every-day player.” 

 

 

Cincinnati Reds hire former Boston Red Sox Manager John Farrell to scout the Cincinnati Reds 

John Fay, jfay@enquirer.com  

Published 1:16 p.m. ET March 15, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. - The Reds hired former Boston Red Sox Manager John Farrell as a scout. 

 

His first job: Scout the Reds.  

 

“We hired Curt Young last year to do a similar job, and that’s get a fresh pair of eyes on our players in our system,” Reds Manager 

Bryan Price said. “(Farrell’s) a very good talent evaluator, especially with pitching. ... I think it's a good move.”  

 

Farrell comes in with a clean slate. 

 

“You don't have to worry about draft status, prospect status, any kind of any preconceived ideas of what the players should be based 

on his status on the 40-man roster or where he was drafted," Price said, "whether he's high-profile, low-profile, you just get to go in 

there and see a baseball team and try to define who you really like. Maybe you see something in a player that no one else sees.That 

has a lot of value.” 

 

Farrell’s son, Luke, pitched in nine games last year for the Reds.  

 

“We communicated a little bit when we got Luke,” Price said.  

 

FINNEGAN UPDATE: Left-hander Brandon Finnegan played catch Wednesday. It was the first time he threw since leaving 

Sunday’s game with a spasm in his left forearm.  

 

“He had minimal soreness, which we kind of anticipated would be the case and we expect that to decrease with each day,” Price 

said. “Until it's gone, he won't be back on the mound. I'm hoping that it's just a couple of days of catch before he's able to get back 

on the mound and throw. He will have to throw off the mound, throw a bullpen before we schedule him back into a game.” 

 

SCOOTER SCRATCHED: Second baseman Scooter Gennett was scratched from Thursday’s lineup with a sore right shoulder. 

Gennett wasn’t sure how he did it. 

 

“I don’t know if I slept on it wrong or it’s from diving,” he said. “We didn’t want it linger into the season, so I’m going to take a 

couple of days. 

 

“The good thing is I feel comfortable in the field. It’s not like I feel like I need more at-bats. I’d be good if the son started now.” 

 

THE ATHLETIC 
 

Hunter Greene's star power and massive potential evident at spring debut 

By C. Trent Rosecrans Mar 15, 2018     

 



GOODYEAR, Ariz. – On a back field at the Reds' Player Development Complex and a minor-league game going on behind him, 

Reds TV analyst Chris Welsh looked for a reporter. 

 

“You remember that article you wrote about the nastiest stuff in camp the other day?” Welsh said. “It's obsolete now.”  

 

That's because Hunter Greene made his first start of the spring on Thursday. The No. 2 pick in last year's draft struck out four 

Angels minor leaguers and walked one over two scoreless innings at the Reds' complex here in Arizona. 

 

On Field 5, the field furthest from Goodyear Stadium where the big-league Reds were playing against Cleveland, Greene was 

putting on a show to a crowd that included Hall of Famer Joe Morgan sitting in his golf cart with Reds Hall of Fame pitcher Jim 

Maloney. There was also Reds General Manager Dick Williams, much of the Reds' front office including new scout and former Red 

Sox manager John Farrell, agent Nez Balelo, Keith Law of ESPN.com and various scouts. Fox Sports Ohio had a camera there, too. 

 

It was an audience worthy of Opening Day, not just the first minor-league games of the spring. 

 

Even Jared Hughes, a Reds reliever starting the game on Field 4, caught a look of Greene warming up. 

 

Hughes, like everyone else, saw Greene's easy delivery and 100-mph heat. Greene threw 32 pitches – 20 strikes –over two innings. 

His first fastball of the day was 99 on one gun and received hoots and hollers from teammates charting pitches as the team's radar 

gun registered 100. His last pitch of the inning – a 1-2-3 inning – showed up at 101 mph on that same radar gun and resulted in a 

swing and a miss. 

 

It wasn't a huge step, but it was a step as Greene began his first full season as a professional baseball player. 

 

“I feel great, came in strong and everything was under me. My whole body felt strong and loose, that's always a great thing when I 

come into a game and I'm just loose,” Greene told The Athletic afterward, sitting on a picnic table outside the Reds' minor-league 

dining room. “I feel light. If you feel heavy, your feet, your arm, it's not the best feeling. But coming in loose and ready to go. 

Sometimes that's hard for people who have been playing every day to come in and feel good, but I felt great.” 

 

Just 18, Greene's likely to start the season in Low-A Dayton, where Reds brass and fans alike can keep a close eye on the progress 

of one of the game's most exciting prospects. 

 

Greene, who didn't pitch competitively from April until late August last season, pitched just three games for Billings in the Rookie-

level Pioneer League before continuing to pitch some in instructional league play. 

 

After that, the Southern California native moved to Las Vegas, where he trained for the upcoming season. 

 

Even with a pair of trainers, he found out that the offseason includes quite a bit of down time. 

 

“Like three weeks to a month in, I was like, 'what do I do?' I've never had this much down time,” he said. 

 

What he did was work on his golf game, at both a Top Golf facility in Nevada, as well as several of the courses around the Las 

Vegas suburb of Summerlin. He spent time in bookstores and exploring the rest of the city, aside from the Strip: “It gets played out 

in a week,” he noted. “So that's like, whatever.” 

 

What isn't, like, whatever, is the stuff he showed on Thursday. In addition to his fastball, he showed off a slider that was 

consistently around 85 mph and even a sub-80-mph curveball. The two showed some distinct differences in both angle and velocity, 

getting strikeouts on both fastballs and off speed pitches alike. The slider has the makings of a true out pitch. 

 

Greene faced just seven batters, but he left behind believers. 

 

DAYTON DAILY NEWS 
 

Stephenson takes step back in fight for rotation spot 

Gary Schatz  Contributing Writer 

3:19 p.m Thursday, March 15, 2018   

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. 

The bus to Cincinnati is leaving with five starting pitchers. Robert Stephenson needs to have some good outings in the next 13 days 

or he’ll miss that bus. 

 



An extra seat popped open when Anthony DeSclafani strained his left oblique, still, Sal Romano, Michael Lorenzen and Tyler 

Mahle, who started against the Indians on Thursday, have all pitched well this spring. Amir Garrett and Cody Reed have added their 

names for consideration with good performances. 

 

Stephenson takes a step back 

The Reds sent Sal Romano to pitch in a minor league game to allow Stephenson to start the game against Arizona on Wednesday. 

 

Stephenson gave up four earned runs on five hits and two walks over two innings. He pitched behind in the count and his fastball 

was hit hard as a result. The last time out on March 8 against Colorado, Stephenson had his best outing — three innings of scoreless, 

one-hit baseball. 

 

“He had a lot of deep counts,” Bryan Price said Wednesday. “The first five guys got to a three-ball count. He didn’t have that fall 

back pitch to get back in the count. His fastball was hit pretty hard when he was behind in the count. I was hoping he’d feed off the 

last game here against the Rockies. The outs didn’t come as easy. He wasn’t sharp.” 

 

Stephenson, a first-round pick by the Reds in 2011, allowed five runs in three innings in his first two appearances. 

 

Finnegan progressing 

Brandon Finnegan, who left the game Sunday with a knot in his biceps, played catch yesterday after two days of rest. 

 

“He had minimal soreness,” Price said. “It was kind of anticipated to be the case. We expect that to decrease with each day. Until 

it’s gone, he won’t be back on the mound. I’m hoping its just another couple of days before he is back on the mound.” 

 

Finnegan will have to throw a bullpen off the mound before pitching in a Cactus League game. 

 

Scooter scratched 

Scooter Gennett was in the original lineup against the Indians on Thursday but was scratched with a sore shoulder. 

 

Brandon Dixon, who has played all over the infield, replaced Gennett in the lineup. Dixon is competing for a spot on the roster. 

 

Reds hire Farrell 

The Reds hired John Farrell as an internal scout. 

 

Farrell was fired as the Boston Red Sox manager after last season. 

 

Buddy Bell, the Reds’ new Vice President and Senior Advisor to Baseball Operations, reached out to Farrell. 

 

Farrell will help evaluate the Reds’ players internally. 

 

“We wanted to get a fresh pair of eyes on the players in our system,” Price said. “He is a very good talent evaluator, especially with 

pitching. You don’t have to worry about draft status or propect status or any preconceived ideas on the what the players should be. 

You just see a baseball team and define who you really like without thinking about whether the player is high profile or low profile. 

Maybe you see something that nobody else sees. You have to understand your players better than any other organization.” 

 

Farrell’s son Luke pitched for the Reds last season, including a game in Cincinnati against his dad’s Red Sox. Luke Farrell was 

claimed off waivers by the Chicago Cubs during the offseason. 

 

The elder Farrell succeeded current Indians’ manager Terry Francona as the manager of the Red Sox in 2011. 

 

Transactions 
 

03/15/18  

C David Parrett assigned to Tampa Bay Rays. 

OF Skye Bolt assigned to Oakland Athletics. 

C Adam McGinnis assigned to Chicago White Sox. 

OF Courtney Hawkins assigned to Chicago White Sox. 

C Jose Colina assigned to Chicago White Sox. 

1B Danny Hayes assigned to Chicago White Sox. 

OF Louis Silverio assigned to Chicago White Sox. 

LHP Carlos Diaz assigned to San Francisco Giants. 

RHP D.J. Myers assigned to San Francisco Giants. 



RHP Shea Spitzbarth assigned to Los Angeles Dodgers. 

Chicago Cubs released RHP Justin Grimm. 

Toronto Blue Jays optioned RF Dwight Smith Jr. to Buffalo Bisons. 

Toronto Blue Jays optioned RHP Taylor Guerrieri to Buffalo Bisons. 

Toronto Blue Jays optioned 2B Lourdes Gurriel Jr. to Buffalo Bisons. 

Houston Astros optioned RHP David Paulino to Fresno Grizzlies. 

CF Brayan Morales assigned to Los Angeles Dodgers. 

3B Rylan Bannon assigned to Los Angeles Dodgers. 

SS Kristian Trompiz assigned to Houston Astros. 

SS Rafael Narea assigned to Chicago Cubs. 

LF Eric Jenkins assigned to Texas Rangers. 

OF Jonathan Sierra assigned to Chicago Cubs. 

CF Lane Thomas assigned to St. Louis Cardinals. 

St. Louis Cardinals signed free agent RHP Edward Mujica to a minor league contract. 

St. Louis Cardinals signed free agent RHP Nestor Molina to a minor league contract. 

OF Luis Payano assigned to Houston Astros. 

1B Jared Walsh assigned to Los Angeles Angels. 

3B Jose Rojas assigned to Los Angeles Angels. 

SS Jonathan Arauz assigned to Houston Astros. 

SS Roberto Baldoquin assigned to Los Angeles Angels. 

SS Alberto Triunfel assigned to Los Angeles Angels. 

CF Jonah Todd assigned to Los Angeles Angels. 

LF Derek Jenkins assigned to Los Angeles Angels. 

RHP Mike Kaelin assigned to Los Angeles Angels. 

CF Zach Collier assigned to Washington Nationals. 

2B Irving Falu assigned to Washington Nationals. 

C Tanner Murphy assigned to Atlanta Braves. 

LF Jared James assigned to Atlanta Braves. 

C Sal Giardina assigned to Atlanta Braves. 

RF Keith Curcio assigned to Atlanta Braves. 

RHP Chad Sobotka assigned to Atlanta Braves. 

LF Jose Tonton assigned to Tampa Bay Rays. 

RF Cade Gotta assigned to Tampa Bay Rays. 

RF Emilio Gustave assigned to Tampa Bay Rays. 

2B Robbie Tenerowicz assigned to Tampa Bay Rays. 

RHP Jake Sanchez assigned to Oakland Athletics. 

RHP Andy Ravel assigned to Toronto Blue Jays. 

LHP Juliandry Higuera assigned to Toronto Blue Jays. 

LF Zack Zehner assigned to New York Yankees. 

SS Junior Arrojo assigned to Miami Marlins. 

IF Jordan Tarsovich assigned to Oakland Athletics. 

  

 


